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ABSTRACT

The paper presents the analysis of the robustness of an at-
tributes selection method applied to speech emotion recog-
nition. The features used were extracted by the front-end
ETSI Aurora eXtended of a mobile terminal in compliance
with the ETSI ES 202 211 V1.1.1 standard. On the basis
of the time trend of these parameters, over 3700 statistical
attributes were extracted to characterize semantic units of
varying length (sentences, words and generic chunks). Us-
ing the WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Anal-
ysis) software the most significant attributes for the clas-
sification of two emotional states were selected using the
CFSSubsetEval-BestFirst method. The results of classifica-
tion, obtained using NaiveBayes models, were obtained using
intra-corpus and inter-corpora experiments on four different
speech corpora performing 4000 trainings and tests. On the
basis of these results we can study the robustness of the at-
tributes selection method.

1. INTRODUCTION

One important research challenge in the last few years
has been automatic recognition of the emotional state of a
speaker through speech. This could be especially important
in situations where speech is the primary communication tool
with the machine. There are various applications for a sys-
tem capable of recognizing emotional states via speech in a
range of fields including psychiatric diagnosis, the toy in-
dustry, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), home
jukeboxes, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Speech
Synthesis, automatic learning, alarms and voicemail systems.
Murray [17] summarized the relationship between emotion
and acoustic features like pitch, intensity, rate and voice qual-
ity. Later researchers added formants, LPC and MFCC to
combine phonetic and prosodic features together in emotion
recognition. For a fixed-length feature vector, researchers
computed derived features and statistics like range, mean and
standard deviation [20][18]. In this work the features were
extracted according to the specifications of the speech recog-
nitions front-end algorithm of the ETSI ES 202 211 V1.1.1
standard [1]. On the basis of the acoustic parameters, over
3700 statistical attributes were extracted for each semantic
unit, as described in section 2. But such large number of fea-
tures is not suitable for classification. Because the accuracy
rate will not increase along with the feature number and the
generalization of the classifier will decrease while in high di-
mension space, feature selection is necessary to achieve high
recognition performance [20, 14, 12, 6, 7, 5]. In this paper,
of the attribute selection techniques provided by WEKA [13],

we used CFSSubsetEval and to determine the best subset we
used the BestFirst search strategy.
The goal of an automatic emotion recognizer is to assign cat-
egory labels that identify emotional states. Numerous stud-
ies have been seen in the last years trying to improve on
features and classifiers [15, 4, 16, 9]. Unfortunately there
is a lack of a definitive description and agreement on a set
of basic emotions. In this study we analyzed the robustness
of the attributes selected to automatic classification of emo-
tion in speech. So we have limited the classification only
into two classes: EMO (grouping all the non neutral emotion
states) and IDLe (consisting of neutral or neutral-like emo-
tion states). Moreover, in order to evaluate the robustness
over different languages, length of semantic unit and spon-
taneous or simulated emotion condition, four databases were
used: the FAU AIBO Emotion Corpus (AIBO), the Berlin
Emotional Speech (EMO-DB), the Speech Under Simulated
and Actual Stress (SUSAS) and the Vera-Am-Mittag (VAM)
Database. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides the details on the feature extraction method used. Sec-
tion 3 gives an overview of the used speech corpora. Section
4 presents the attributes selection and the performed exper-
iments. Section 5 gives the results in terms of intra speech
corpus and inter speech corpora robustness. Finally, Section
6 gives the concluding remarks and our future research direc-
tions.

2. FEATURES EXTRACTION

The features are extracted according to the specifications of
the speech recognition front-end algorithm of the ETSI ES
202 211 V1.1.1 standard [1]. The specification covers the
computation of feature vectors from speech waveforms sam-
pled at a rate of 16 kHz or 8kHz. The offset-free input sig-
nal is divided into overlapping frames of 25ms. The frame
shift interval (difference between the starting points of con-
secutive frames) is 10ms. The final feature vector extracted
for every frame consists of 15 coefficients: the log-energy
coefficient, the 12 cepstral coefficients C1 −C12, the pitch
period, and the voicing class. The first and second time
derivates are computed for the log-energy coefficient and the
12 MFCCs. In all, excluding the classification of the frame,
there are 13 · 3 + 1 = 40 time series per segment. Prior to
subsequent processing all null elements (unvoiced frames
for which the front-end is unable to compute the pitch) are
eliminated from the pitch sequence, and the initial and final
frames classified as containing silence are eliminated from
the MFCC sequence (thus removing any initial and final si-
lence frames from the segment). The value of a single pa-
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rameter extracted from a frame lasting a few milliseconds is
of little significance to determine an emotional state. It is, on
the contrary, of interest to investigate the trend taken by the
parameter over time. Certain statistics such as the average,
minimum and maximum values are extracted from time seg-
ments of speech signals. On the basis of the trend followed
by each of the features extracted, the following sequences
are computed: local maxima; local minima; distances be-
tween local maxima; distances between local minima; dis-
tances between local minima and maxima; distances between
local maxima and minima; slopes between local minima and
maxima; slopes between local maxima and minima; differ-
ences between minima and maxima; differences between
maxima and minima. For all these sequences the following
statistical informations are estimated: mean; variance; max-
imum; minimum; difference between maximum and mini-
mum; 1st quartile; 2nd quartile (median); 3rd quartile; in-
terquartile range (3rd quartile - 1st quartile) [20, 18]. Two
further statistical features are obtained by evaluating the ra-
tio between the number of relative minima and the number of
frames and that between the number of relative maxima and
the number of frames. According to the classification of the
frames, the following sequences are also extracted: length
of silence segments; length of unvoiced segments; length of
mixed segments; length of voiced segments. For these new
sequences all the statistical informations mentioned above
are estimated. A final statistical attribute estimated is the ra-
tio between the number of transitions between various states
and the number of frames in the segment. We therefore had
40 ·10 ·9+40 ·2+4 ·9+1 = 3717 attributes for each segment
to be classified.

3. SPEECH CORPORA

A record of emotional speech data collections is undoubt-
edly useful for researchers interested in emotional speech
recognition. It is evident that research into emotional speech
recognition is limited to certain emotions, because the ma-
jority of emotional speech data collections encompass 5 or
6 emotions, although there are many more emotion cate-
gories in real life. Four speech corpora were used in this
research: the first, in German, is called FAU AIBO Emotion
Corpus (AIBO) [19, 2] and contains semantic units made
up of chunks; the second, in German, is called the Berlin
Database of Emotional Speech (EMO-DB) [3] and contains
semantic units made up of sentences; the third, in English, is
called Speech Under Simulated and Actual Stress (SUSAS)
[11] and comprises semantic units made up of single words;
the fourth, in German, is the audio-only part of the Vera-Am-
Mittag (VAM) [10] Database and comprises semantic units
made up of sentences.

3.1 AIBO Database

This corpus consists of speech data of 51 children at the
age 10-13 years interacting with Sony’s pet robot Aibo.
The data was collected at two different schools, MONT (8
male and 17 female) and OHM (13 male and 13 female).
The audio recordings of the children have been segmented
manually into small, syntactically meaningful ’chunks’ us-
ing syntactic-prosodic criteria. The data is annotated with
11 emotion categories by five human labelers on the word
level: joyful, surprised, emphatic, helpless, touchy (i.e. irri-
tated), angry, motherese, bored, reprimanding, rest (i.e. non-

neutral, but not belonging to the other categories) and neu-
tral. We use only the portion of the database which were
recorded at OHM school. The chunks in the database were
grouped to work with a two-class problem. It consists of the
classes EMO (subsuming joyful, surprised, emphatic, help-
less, touchy, angry, motherese, bored, reprimanding, rest)
and IDL (consisting of all neutral states). The class EMO
consists of 6601 chunks and the class IDL consists of 3358
chunks (respectively the 66.3% and 33.7% of the entire cor-
pus).

3.2 Berlin Database of Emotional Speech

This database comprises 6 basic emotions (anger, boredom,
disgust, anxiety, happiness and sadness) as well as neutral
speech. Ten professional native German actors (5 female
and 5 male) simulated these emotions, producing 10 utter-
ances (5 short and 5 longer sentences), which could be used
in everyday communication and are interpretable in all ap-
plied emotions. The recorded speech material of about 800
sentences (7 emotions · 10 actors · 10 sentences + some sec-
ond versions) was evaluated with respect to recognizability
and naturalness in a forced-choice automated listening test
by 20-30 judges. After selection, the database contained a
total of 494 sentences (286 uttered by women and 208 by
men).
The sentences were not equally distributed between the vari-
ous emotional states: 55 frightened; 38 disgusted; 64 happy;
79 bored; 78 neutral; 53 sad; 127 angry. The sentences in the
database were grouped accordingly to the two-class problem
in this manner: EMO class (subsuming anger, boredom, dis-
gust, fear, happiness and sadness emotions) and IDL class
(consisting of neutral state). The class EMO consists of 451
sentences and the class IDL consists of 78 sentences (respec-
tively the 85.2% and 15.8% of the entire corpus).

3.3 Speech Under Simulated and Actual Stress Database

The database is partitioned into five domains, encompass-
ing a wide variety of stresses and emotions. The five stress
domains include: talking styles (slow, fast, soft, loud, an-
gry, clear, question); single tracking task or speech produced
in noise (Lombard effect); dual tracking computer response
task; actual subject motion-fear tasks (G-force, Lombard ef-
fect, noise, fear); psychiatric analysis data (speech in states
of depression, fear, anxiety). The database contains both sim-
ulated speech under stress (Simulated Domain) and actual
speech under stress (Actual Domain). A common highly con-
fusable vocabulary set of 35 aircraft communication words
makes up the SUSAS database. The words are uttered by
9 male speakers representing the three main USA dialects
(General American, Boston, New York). Each style contains
2 recordings of the same word by each speaker. The audio is
sampled at 8kHz with a resolution of 16 bits per sample. In
this research only 7 of the 11 available states were used: An-
gry, Fast, Lombard, Slow, Soft and Training. Due to the short
duration of the recordings which did not allow the front-end
to extract the features correctly, 100 ms of silence were added
at the start of each recording. The sentences in the database
were grouped accordingly to the two-class problem in this
manner: EMO class (subsuming Angry, Fast, Lombard, Slow
and Soft states) and IDL class (consisting of Training state).
The class EMO consists of 3150 words and the class IDL
consists of 3780 words (respectively the 45.5% and 54.5%
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of the entire corpus).

3.4 Vera-Am-Mittag Database

The database is the audio-only part of the Vera-Am-Mittag
(VAM) Database, called VAM-Audio. This data was col-
lected from a talk-show on German free-TV channel Sat1. It
consists of segmented utterances of talk-show guests’ speech
in the show ”Vera am Mittag” (Vera at noon), recorded in
2005. Each talk-show consists of several dialogs, and each
dialog consists of spontaneous, unscripted discussions be-
tween 2 or 3 guests, moderated by the anchorwoman Vera.
The language is German. The corpus contains 47 speak-
ers (11 male and 36 female), and a total of 947 sentences.
This database was evaluated by 17 human listeners. They
assessed the emotional content in terms of the emotion prim-
itives valence, activation, and dominance in each sentence.
The merged evaluation results using the method described in
[8] was used to group the database accordingly to the two-
class problem in this manner: EMO class (if the merged va-
lence is less than −0.25 or greater than 0.25) and IDL class
(if the merged valence is greater than −0.25 and less then
0.25). The class EMO consists of 843 sentences and the class
IDL consists of 947 sentences (respectively the 47.1% and
52.9% of the entire corpus).

4. ATTRIBUTES SELECTION

Whereas it would appear, intuitively, that a large number of
features would improve the discrimination capabilities of a
classification system, in reality various studies have shown
that this is not always true. By reducing the size of the clas-
sification vector, the system is provided with a more compact
and more easily interpretable set of data, the performance of
the learning algorithm is improved and the speed of the sys-
tem increased [20, 14, 12, 6, 7, 5]. In this work we try to ver-
ify the robustness of one of the most used attributes selection
method applied to the emotional speech classification. An
attributes selection criteria is composed of two parts: the at-
tributes evaluator and the search method. In this paper, of the
attributes selection techniques provided by WEKA, we used
CFSSubsetEval. This algorithm uses as a feature evaluator
Correlation-based Feature Selection, which tries to identify
and discard components that are closely correlated with one
another. As search method we used the best-first search strat-
egy. To evaluate the robustness of the attribute selection cri-
teria we split up each corpus in 2 non overlapping different
sets. We then use the first set for training and the second
set for testing. Then we split both the train and the test part
into 10 different non overlapping subsets. Using the WEKA
CFSSubsetEval-BestFirst method we evaluate the best sub-
set of attributes for each split using the training part of the
database. So we have 10 different subsets of attributes for
each corpus. The rating of each attributes can’t be evaluated
regardless of the other attributes belonging to the subset of
selected attributes. This because the rating of a vector of se-
lected attributes is related to all the attributes that compose
it. In other words the contribute of an attribute in a vector is
not absolute but related to the other attributes composing the
vector. For this reason we chose to evaluate each vector of
selected attributes a predefined classification method and the
performance of the classification. To evaluate the indepen-
dence of the selected attributes from the split used to obtain
the vector, the attributes selected for split x where used to

train and test splits x (i.e., all others split except x) for each
corpus. So, for example, we use the attributes selected us-
ing the split 1 of the AIBO corpus to train and test all the
remaining splits 2−10 of the same corpus. Then we use the
attributes selected using the split 2 to train and test all the
remaining splits 1,3− 10, rotating until we have exploited
all the possible combinations (90 for each corpus). If the at-
tribute selection method is robust over this intra-corpus anal-
ysis we should obtain similar classification performance for
each test performed. In a subsequent experiment we analyse
the robustness of the attribute selection method over the dif-
ferent speech corpus. In this experiment we should prove if
there is dependence between the selected attributes and the
corpus. So we use the selected attributes from each split
of a predefined corpus to train and test every other splits of
the remaining corpora. For example, we use the attributes
selected using the split 1 of the AIBO corpus to train and
test the splits 1− 10 of the EmoDB, SUSAS and VAM cor-
pora. For each split we execute 30 trainings and testings, so
for each corpus we perform 300 trainings and testings and,
globally in this experiment, we perform 1200 trainings and
testings. If the attribute selection method is robust over this
inter-corpus analysis we should obtain similar classification
performance for each test performed, or we could point out
correlations with the language, the length of the semantic
unit (words or sentences), the spontaneous or simulated type
of the emotions. To evaluate the performance we used al-
ways the WEKA NaiveBayes method to build a model with
the train part of the split and to execute the test with the test
part of the split.

5. RESULTS

In Figure 1 we report the performance of the bimodal classi-
fication using the same split both for attributes selection and
for training and testing. In this and all others results the per-
formance were evaluated as the ratio between the rights clas-
sification and the total number of elements to classify (cor-
rectness). Due to limitations on space we can present only
results in term of correctness but we have also the results in
terms of true/false positive and true/false negative for IDL
and EMO classes. The results obtained with EmoDB corpus
are the best. We can justify this results due to the presence
of marked simulated emotions and to the use of sentences
as semantic unit. Performance obtained using the SUSAS
corpus are lightly better than performance obtained using the
AIBO and VAM corpora. In Figures 2a-2d you can see the
results of the Intra-Corpus experiment (i.e., when we use the
attributes selected for a split and perform the training and test
using all others splits of the same corpus). The columns of
each graph outline the results, in term of correctness, varying
the split used to select the attributes. Each result is averaged
over all the 9 possible combinations. The graphs are respec-
tively for AIBO, EmoDB, SUSAS and VAM corpus. As you
can see the results are aligned to that obtained using the same
split during the selection, training and testing phase. So we
can conclude that there is absolutely no dependence caused
by the split used to select the attributes. Figures 3a-3d show
the results of the Inter-Corpus experiment (i.e., when we use
the attributes selected for a split of a corpus and perform the
training and test using all other splits of the other corpora).
A group of columns of each graph outline the results, in term
of correctness, varying the split used to select the attributes.
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Figure 1: Performance in terms of correctness when we use
the same split for attribute selection and for training

Each column in the group is related to the corpus used to the
training and testing phase and the results are averaged over
all the 10 possible combinations. As you can see from the
Figure 3a the performance remains fairly unchanged when
we use the attributes selected with the AIBO corpus. We
have only a very slight degradation of about 1% for AIBO
corpus, 4% for SUSAS corpus and greater then 5% for VAM
corpus. However a slight performance degradation is present
when we use the attributes selected with the EmoDB corpus
(Figure 3b). This degradation is in the order of 5% for all the
corpora. Using the attributes selected with the SUSAS cor-
pus we obtain a degradation in the performance in the order
of 2−3% for the AIBO corpus, 5−10% for the EmoDB cor-
pus and 3−4% for the VAM corpus (Figure 3c). As you can
see from the Figure 3d, a more marked performance degra-
dation is present when we use the VAM corpus to select the
attributes and the EmoDB to perform the classification (in the
order of 5−15%), while a slight performance degradation is
present when we use AIBO and SUSAS corpora (in the order
of 2−5%). Summarizing we can conclude that there is only a
slight relation between the performance obtained in the clas-
sification and the split or corpus used to perform the attribute
selection. In particular the intra-corpus experiment outline
that this relation is very slightly. The inter-corpora experi-
ment outline that there is a slight degradation in the perfor-
mance when we use the attribute selected with one corpus
to classify the emotions of another corpus (regardless of lan-
guage, length of semantic unit and type of emotions: spon-
taneous or simulated). This result can be considered very
important when we use the selected attributes obtained from
a recorded speech corpus in a real application where the test
environment consist of semantic unit not collected in a labo-
ratory. Furthermore, the partial independence from the lan-
guage and the length of the semantic unit, permit to apply the
subset selection regardless of the language and or semantic
unit to use in the real application.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have addressed the robustness of the at-
tributes selection applied to speech emotion recognition. Us-

(a) Aibo (b) EmoDB

(c) Susas (d) Vam

Figure 2: Performance in terms of correctness when we use a
different split of the same corpus for training ad testing than
that used for attribute selection

ing features extracted from an audio signal by the ETSI ES
202 211 v.1.1.1 standard front-end, we were carried out two
types of experiment: intra-corpus and inter-corpus to prove
the robustness of the attribute selected both for different se-
mantic unit of the same corpus and for different semantic
unit of other corpora. To outperform the experiment we
use 4 different speech corpora: AIBO, EmoDB, SUSAS and
VAM. We use the WEKA CFSSubsetEval-BestFirst method
to evaluate the best subset of attributes for different splits
of each corpus and the NaiveBayes classification method to
evaluate the performance. The results obtained show only
a slightly relation between the corpus used to select the at-
tributes and the performance obtained. So we can conclude
that the CFSSubsetEval-BestFirst is a robust method to per-
form the attribute selection in the speech emotion recognition
field. Possible feature works include the use of other subset
selection method (both different search method, like Genetic
Search, Random Search and different attribute evaluation cri-
teria) and the evaluations of the performance using the mod-
els trained with the split of different corpora. Moreover we
intend to investigate the performance using other Bayes clas-
sification methods and function classification method (based
on Support Vector Machines and Multilayer Perceptron).
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